1998 ford expedition fuse box

Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford Expedition , , ,
, , If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located below and
to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Pull the panel cover outward to access the
fuses. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. The power
distribution box is located in the engine compartment. The primary battery fuses are located in
the engine compartment near the battery. Ford recommends that a qualified service technician
service the mega fuses. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a
fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage
rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows
again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Trailer tow
battery charge, engine minifuse box fuse 2, engine minifuse box fuse 4. Ford Expedition owners
have reported 32 problems related to windshield under the visibility category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Ford Expedition based on all problems reported for the Expedition. Tl the contact owns a Ford
Expedition. The contact stated that while the vehicle was stationary in the driveway after being
started remotely, while entering the vehicle, the contact stated that the rear windshield
shattered independently. The contact called mainer Ford th st NW, okarche, ok , and the dealer
was made aware of the failure. The vehicle was taken to local body shop where the rear
windshield was replaced. The contact also stated she experienced some unstated electrical
issues with the vehicle. The manufacturer had not been informed of failure. The failure mileage
was approximately 18, See all problems of the Ford Expedition. The contact owns a Ford
Expedition. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was towed to the
dealer for diagnostic testing. The dealer stated that the fuse box and gem module multi-function
failed due to a water leak from the windshield. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred.
The failure mileage was 99, The seal around the windshield is coming lose presenting a
potential fire hazard to the electrical components within the vehicle due to water leaking
through the lose seal. The contact stated the windshield is leaking, causing water to get into the
electrical system and malfunctioning every electrical component. The contact called the
manufacturer regarding the window who then contacted the dealer, who stated the window seal
and computer needs to be replaced. The dealer also informed the to contact they can only repair
a component at no cost under a recall. The contact stated the manufacturer should be
responsible for the repairs because this is a known safety issue with this year make and model.
The failure mileage was , While driving 45 mph the day after a heavy rainstorm, the brakes failed
when the brake pedal was depressed. After approximately feet, the vehicle finally came to a
stop. The contact proceeded to his destination and applied the brakes again, but the same
failure recurred. While driving on two separate occasions on the same day, two other vehicles
pulled out in front of him, which almost caused a crash. The following day, he called the dealer
and informed them of the failures and was advised to bring in the vehicle for repair. The dealer
stated that the cause of the failure was due to water intrusion through the windshield, which
voided the warranty. The contact would be responsible for the repair cost of the windshield
defect. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 95, and current mileage was 96, The
dealership determined the windshield had a leak, causing water to get into the gem module. The
windshield and gem module needed to be replaced. Also, the fuse box is corroded and rusting.
The dealer determined there is no recall for this problem. The vehicle was taken to the

dealership numerous times for inspection. The dealership determined the windshield was not
the correct size for the vehicle when manufactured. The manufacturer was alerted. Contact
stated whenever it rained , Ford, Expedition leaked rain water. The rain leaked in on right side of
the vehicle around the bottom of the windshield above the driver's dashboard. The leak shut off
the electrical system. This was observed on January 2, The vehicle has been taken to an
independent repair shop, where the contact was told by the mechanic that this was a
manufacturing defect. When it rains water leaks onto the gem module and fuse box under the
dashboard left of the steering column. Some of the effects are, windshield wipers stopping,
transmission going into limp mode with od light flashing, battery going dead if raining
overnight, speedometer not working, heater fan running while off, left front power window not
working, and instrument panel warning lights flashing on and off. Everything comes back to
normal after it dries out. I had the windshield replaced. I had the new windshield resealed twice.
I had to replace the battery. I still can see water dripping next to the parking brake. I have
browsed the net and found that this is a common problem with Expeditions and f's. I would like
Ford to take responsibility and repair this defect. Dt: the consumer states whenever it rains or
snows, the windshield leaks causing the windshield wipers to stop working, the lights flashed,
the radio did not working, and then at times the vehicle will not start. The module has been
replaced three times and the windshield has been repaired twice, now it is being replaced again.
Dt has a glare problem with the windshield, almost liking looking in a mirror because dashboard
lights interfere with the visibility of driving down the road. Had a dark towel on the dashboard to
help with the glare. Noticed this almost immediately. Been to the dealer, they had consumer call
Ford because other customers had the same problem. I noticed when ever I drove my car in the
rain water would leak on my right leg and foot, my wipers, radio and clock would stop working
and I heard a sizzling noise in the left dash area. I also was unable to use my keyless remote,
the alarm would go off every time. I brought my Expedition to hayward Ford to have them check
and repair the problem in March of this year. They could not find anything leaking, or the
sizzling noise I heard in the dash, however they did tell me there was a damaged junction box
and kept my car for 5 days they were waiting for the parts to come , well after 5 days of having a
rental that also cost me money, I went and picked up my Expedition. It made no sense to me to
have the junction box replaced since they could not find where the leaking problem was. On
June 8, I brought my Expedition into another Ford dealer the Ford store san leandro hoping they
could find the problem. Well they found the problem, they said the windshield was leaking and
had caused damage to the central junction box and gem module. This was also why I was
unable to use my keyless remote. I was also informed that these repairs were not covered by
esp warranty. I was told that this was a circumstantial issue. They also had to replace the
windshield because when they removed it, it broke. But when they replaced the windshield, they
scratched my dash board in two places. Having read an article on cnn. Com, "feds probe Ford
SUV water-leak reports", I would like to have my costs re-imbursed,as this should be a recall
item. I own Ford Expedition. Just found out the windshield is leaking, causing water to get into
fuse box and gem module under dash causing major electrical problems. The 4-way flashers
came on while driving; the blower stayed on even after removing the key from the ignition, etc.
Had windshield replaced today and it only took 1 minute to break the seal. The repair guy said it
should take at least 20 minutes and that if we would have had a wreck the windshield would
have fallen out. I've done extensive research on internet and found this is a very common
problem in f's, Expeditions and navigators, but especially the Expedition. The seal used by Ford
around the windshield dry rots causing the leak. Service man at Ford acknowledged the
problem but says no recall has been issued. I've had the window replaced once and repaired 2
more times, so far in the past 2 years. It caused my automatic head-light control switch to fail.
Also my rear-winshield wipers failed once, but I'm not sure if it was related to a windshield leak.
While driving at any speed consumer heard a flapping sound coming from the windshield.
Consumer discovered that the weather stripping around the windshield was coming apart.
Dealer tried to glue the strip down on four occasions, but to no avail. I purchased a Ford
Expedition eddie bauer 1 year ago last week. I have had nothing but problems with this vehicle.
The latest problem is the one that concerns me the most. A few weeks ago the driver's side
door lock would not operate. I could hear the motor trying to open the lock but nothing
happened. A week after that I could not open my windows and the turn signals did not work. A
week later my windshield wipers stopped working. We attributed the problem to a blown fuse
which we replaced. The problem seemed to be fixed. The next day it rained and the fuse blew
again, and again and again. The problem got worse as the brake lights went out. I brought the
car into the dealership where I had purchased it. They discovered a leak in the windshield that
seeped into the fuse box. The fuse box needed to be replaced and it was not covered under my
warranty that covers just about everything else. Ford esp extracare this in my opinion should

not have had to be paid for out of my pocket. It is a safety problem that I understand that didn't
just happen to me. Me vehicle has not been in any accidents so I do not understand why the
windshield is leaking. Please contact me if you have any questions. Water leaked into the
vehicle through the windshield seam, and shorted out the electrical system. Wipers were
inoperative. The vehicle would not start. The fuse box and the windshield had to be replaced.
The vehicle does not start when there it rains, snows or any water relating issues. Also, causes
other electrical problems. Dealer keeps replacing the computer, which never last. Dealership
replaced the windshield, and that did not fix the problem. Ford has been contacted by the
owner. Ford recommended that the owner try another dealership. The owner has been to more
than one dealership to try to fix the problem, and they could not figure out the problem either.
The vehicle has been in the shop over these issues between times, and now the dealership will
not even give the owner an invoice. This owner is not satisfied with the dealership or Ford. The
water problems have been going on for two years. The wheel came off last year in July. The
wheel started vibrating and the wheel just came off while driving. The wheel lugs: nuts and bolts
brokenoff. The odometer does not work. It blinks off and on. The odometer will stay off for
months, when it comes back on the mileage may go forward or it may go backwards. The owner
took the vehicle in and had the lug sand nuts a long with the rim and wheel repalced. There is a
leak through the windshield, enabling water to run down through the electronic module. This is
causing the dashboard lights to turn on intermittently, and causing the vehicle to shut off.
Dealer will repair for the second time at consumer's expense. Consumer states that while
driving and no warning there is water leaking from the windshield into the instrument panel
causing a distraction to the consumer. Dealer notified ts. When there is a glare there are a ton of
spots on windshield and it disturbs consumer when driving. Contacted dealer who could not
find cause. Dealer replaced the windshield, however the replacement also has spots which are
only seen during the early morning and evening, the dealer is willing to replace with another
brand of glass, however the Ford rep declined payment. While driving behind a truck, a rock
was thrown against windshield, causing a fingerwide crack from top to bottom of windshield.
While vehicle was parked overnight the glass cracked due to pressure. The dealer will be
notified. My Expedition has seriously dangerous problems with the front and rear windshield
wipers: they turn on whenever they want, they do not turn on on demand and occasionally the
washer fluid pump begins to pump fluid continuously for 30 seconds or more. The problem can
sometimes be eliminated if I stop the car and restart it - only problem with that is that it's not
always feasible to pull over and turn off the car. I have contacted the dealership and brought it
in two times for repair. They cannot fix it, they tell me, because they don't have repair
instructions from Ford in detroit. Basically, they don't seem to care that I'm driving a 6, pound
vehicle that occasionally becomes impossible to control. The leak was internal causing water
damage to the fuse box and corrosion on the gem module. Consumer complains that there is no
exit through windows when engine is off. While driving the front passenger's side window
shattered without reason. Cause unknown. Please describe details. Car Problems. Windshield
problem of the Ford Expedition 1. Windshield problem of the Ford Expedition 2. Windshield
problem of the Ford Expedition 3. Windshield problem of the Ford Expedition 4. Windshield
problem of the Ford Expedition 5. Windshield problem of the Ford Expedition 6. Windshield
problem of the Ford Expedition 7. Windshield problem of the Ford Expedition 8. Windshield
problem of the Ford Expedition 9. Windshield problem of the Ford Expedition Other Common
Visibility related problems of Ford Expedition. Exterior Rearview Mirror problems. Wiper
problems. Power Window problems. Rearview Mirror problems. Sun Roof problems. Visibility
problems. Ford Expedition owners have reported problems related to electrical system under
the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Expedition based on all problems
reported for the Expedition. Vehicle caught on fire due to an incorrectly installed head light due
to a cracked plug assembly. Vehicle was in a fast-food drive through when the smoke and
subsequent flames were seen. Due to age of the vehicle the task of changing the light bulb was
farmed out to local oil change shop. While changing the placing the new bulb into the plug
assembly the thin plastic broke keeping the bulb from seating properly. Tested okay on
reassembly but once night came the light was on for only 15 minutes and ignited the inner head
lamp assembly and subsequently more of the engine compartment. Fortunately, the fast-food
restaurant came out with an extinguisher and put out the fire. Thankfully, no one was hurt
however, had the fire occurred on the highway, in a parking lot unattended, or in the homes
garage, the outcome would have been far worse. See all problems of the Ford Expedition.
Vehicle lost power for seconds at highway speeds approximately 65 mph on three separate
events. Vehicle slowed down due to power loss while in heavy traffic. Three other times at idle
speed in drive and in park engine stalled and immediately restarted. Loss of power steering due

to engine not running when stall event happened. I performed inspection of fuel pump relay
which is internal to passenger side fuse block. Found inadequate solder joint on integrated
relay printed circuit and burn marks on outside of fuel pump relay. Located salvage fuse block
same make and model and inspected. Same damage on salvage fuse block assembly. Replaced
with aftermarket fuse block with revised solder joint and updated relay. Electrical fire under the
glove box. Car was destroyed. Stopped at a gas station and turned off SUV. The smoke from the
vents got thicker and large flames began coming out underneath the dash. Husband ran in to
gas station and got a fire extinguisher and put out the fire. Fire kept restarting the parking lights
were on though the car was off. Husband finally had to disconnect the battery to keep fire from
restarting. Ford is aware of a design defect that causes the vct system to wear out within a short
amount of time in brand new Expeditions. When the vct system wears out, the vehicle
immediately transitions into "limp mode" , which causes the vehicle to immediately unsafely
decelerate to a speed of 15mph or less on hills , creating dangerous situations, particularly on
highways and when towing. We purchased our Expedition in March , brand new. We purchased
the vehicle with the heavy duty tow package, which provides towing up to 9,lbs. Within a few
months, the vehicle began making a loud rattle at start up, lasting a few seconds. We diligently
serviced the vehicle only at Ford dealerships, who routinely said the rattle was "fine" or "within
spec. We were at the bottom of a long incline, in moderately heavy traffic 65mph. There was an
insufficient shoulder to stop with our trailer, so we very slowly crept for miles to the nearest
exit. The closest Ford dealerships refused to look at it. It was eventually towed to oneonta Ford.
Despite knowing of TSB and its predecessors , Ford claimed that the vehicle was "fine" and
likely just suffered a bad oil change. After spending 12 days with our vehicle, they returned it,
performing only an oil change. The rattle remained and Ford claimed there was nothing they
could do. We turned around with the trailer on a 2 lane road. The vehicle was towed back to
Ford, who reluctantly after weeks replaced the vct system per TSB Driving on a highway at
approx 50 mph, vehicle speedometer goes to 0, mileage goes out, dash lights flash, wrench
light comes on, vehicle downshifts has done this several times sometimes accelerated from 1st
gear to 1st gear and goes into a limp mode. Had to pull over and shut off the truck- all fine when
restarted. Could have caused a major accident. Very scary. This truck has had a recall repair
fixed for what was described as exactly this problem. Has happened numerous times now. I had
to traverse traffic to get to a safe area. Called a dealership and they said it was likely the throttle
body. Ford recall number was 16b This issue is dangerous and could seriously hurt or kill
someone. Ford has had a history of bad throttle bodies and the nhsta needs to have this issue
formally recalled. Front blower motor working intermittently while in motion as well as
stationary. Wire was hot to touch. The gas gauge never works and sometimes the vehicle thinks
that it doesnt have gas when it does. Was driving car had at least 80 miles when car cut off at
light in would not come back on so I had replaced fuel pump only to find out my fuse box isn't
reading my fuel relays from the burning relays replaced. The vehicle has an intermittent
electrical problem which causes a cross traffic system fault, blind spot system fault and the
liftgate or liftglass to indicate that it is ajar. Hen these fault the safety systems are inoperative
and pose a safety concern. This occurs while in motion at both on both city streets and at
highway speeds. My car was left in park with the engine running and ac on for 30 min due to
having groceries in the car. My car caught fire and completely burned up. Fire chief said the fire
appeared to start in the engine. The vehicle was parked in a driveway. Upon startup, the
dashboard monitor will not light up and the transmission will not go into gear. After trying
several times to manually put the car into "drive" it will finally start moving forward with a
grinding sound, before coming to an abrupt stop. This sequence occurs several times, until I
turn the car off and try again. It sometimes takes attempts over minutes to get the car moving
with all items working properly. It seems electrical, since it always involves both the dash
monitor and the transmission at the same time. At k miles the electrical panels on the car lit up
like a christmas tree. When it was pulled over and placed into park, it jumped. We called the
dealer to be told it was a glitch and would work itself out. The next time, we took pictures and
they misdiagnosed it twice. The third time, they saw it and did a bandaid repair and now say
they have to dissamble and rebuild the car's electrical system, including dropping fuel tanks
and other major components to get there. They are evaluating whether or not they "buy back"
the car and we take a large depreciation hit and the months it took to repair it. It was miles when
it happened and they should have offered a full refund. Now we have a car of questionalbe
integrity, they did not let us know how bad the problem was at the bandaid repair stage, and
now want to charge us for a factor defect. This is after we bought a truck that developed the
Ford "death wobble" and returned the vehicle at a loss. We had a suburban for 20 years and no
issues. Ford, while facing multiple lawsuits on many cars, will not own up to factory mistakes.
Ford corporate did not ask for pictures and refused to give us email address contact

information for the legal department. Most of the time. Several days later, the same thing
happens again. I took the vehicle in for service cronin Ford - harrison, ohio in the fall of and
they replaced the retractable running board motor on the passenger side only. In March of , it
started to happen again, after the vehicle is at rest for hours. I am planning to take it in for
service again, but I'm concerned that this will become a recurring problem well after the
warranty period is over. Problem occurred when vehicle was in motion and stopped. When
going to check, area was extremely hot to the touch. Took to dealer and they replaced the
blower motor. Seems to me that this shouldn't occur on such a young vehicle under 55k. Could
have started a fire. Vehicle spontaneously started on fire. It had been turned off at a restaurant
in parking area. It had been driven about 3 miles in town just before the fire. The vehicle had low
mileage, approximately miles. No know mechanical or other issues, serviced regularly. Parking
on the street in is gone. Running boards only work sometimes. Sometimes they get stuck when
they are half way out and won't go in and out like they are suppose to. Car will downshift to 1st
gear, engine rpm will go to , and loss of power. This is a major concern with winter coming on,
when one travels on ice or snow and car decides to downshift, guess what, one will wreck!! No
codes are stored. Also from time to time when starting all electrical power will come on but no
start. Take key out wait a few minutes then key works. My car has been over heating and having
problems since I first bought it. I could not understand why I have to continue to keep fixing it
after I just bought it. Someone told me to check if it had a recall and sure enough it does! I
checked on the dmv website today. Keeps blowing the fuel pump reply. We have had to replace
the reply 4 times in the last few days. After removing the reply from the fuse panel and looking
at the port it is burning both fuse and fuse panel. This happen when we are running and when
the fuse blows it kills the vehicle right away in the middle of the street. I attempted to role my
window up while driving and it stopped working. The window will not roll up or down and is
stuck open. The motor makes a clicking sound. Window is not off track either. While driving a
Ford Expedition , kept stalling on the highway and streets. I had it towed several times because
it won't start back on the next day it would turn on. Had the fuel pump replaced and still having
the same problems it turn off on my 18 year old son like 5 times going to school and work where
it almost got to the point where we felt it wasn't a reliable due the fact it stalls while on the road
or even just turning and almost caused my sons life. Finally we found out it's the relay gets hot
and it causes for the car to stop and I'm aware that Ford knows about this very frustrating and
disappointing they have not done a recall on this the relay can not be change by its self has to
be the whole circuit board. The dashboard lights go black and all power is lost, engine, power
steering etc. I had the vehicle towed to the dealer on While it was being towed, the engine
compartment caught on fire and the tow truck driver had to put out the fire with an extinguisher.
Fortunately, I decided to have the vehicle towed as this entire experience is a life safety matter.
Even though I have put the car in park, it still moves and has hit me and some of the passengers
getting out the car with the doors and other parts of the vehicle almost running us over. The
vehicle was put in park according to dial. However, it still moved. This has happened 3 times,
first time stopped at a red light, when foot was put onto gas to go vehicle instantly lost power
with no stuttering or stalling and had to put in park turn key over to go again. Second time,
going 65 down the highway vehicle suddenly acted like it lost power and speed decreased,
pulled over to side of highway and put in park and started right up. Third time, going 65 down
highway started to act like it was losing power and showed dash lights as if all power was cut
short and then gained all power back without having to pull over and restart. The truck would
just turn off while driving at 55 or 60 miles an hour , no steeringwas on highway ,no brakes put
in neural to get to side of road with cars all around me. Tl the contact called on behalf of the
owner of a Ford Expedition. When the vehicle was started, there was an odor of antifreeze in the
vehicle. Additionally, the temperature gauge and cylinder head temperature switch became
inoperable. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the intake
manifold and cylinder head temperature switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , Was driving on the freeway and vehicle suddenly stopped
accelerating and a wrench flashed on the dashboard. I could not speed up. I had to find an exit
right away. Was riding with a close friend all 5 of my children. Very very scary. Following
computer issues that caused the following: bad steering sensor play in the steering , traction
control warning, hill decent warning, running boards not working, Ford sync freezing: radio,
temp, back up cameras, phone not working. Monitor turns off and on while driving. Monitor will
not turn off when car parked. The vehicle will switch gears while travels ng at 70 miles per hour.
I immediately pull to side and have to stop automobile and restart. The dash shows motor and
check engine. At this time the passenger seat belt will not remain latched. The air conditioner
has stopped working. My spouse is a mechanic and checked the plug below the glove

compartment. The plug receiver not sure what it's called had a whole melted in bottom of female
and of plug. The vehicle was stationary, when unlocking the vehicle with the keyless entry, it
moved the sideview mirrors and never movws back. I put the mirrors back where they belong
and every following time when I unlock the vehicle with the key fob, it continues to do the same.
I bought the vehicle this way. Sunroof leaks badly it has fuse box shorting out. When it rains my
windows go up down alone. All lights shorted out and nothing working any longer. At the same
time, the car begins bucking with sudden acceleration and deceleration, but ultimately the
vehicle is losing power and acceleration is limited or useless. Several times I could reset the
engine problem by turning the vehicle off and restarting. The last two times it occured when
accelerating from a stop and the vehicle refused to shift from 1st gear. I attempted to restart it
after pulling off the road but it did not fix it this time. I pulled over 3 more times and tried
shifting through all the gears manually, including using the 4wd toggle, and that finally allowed
the car to shift normally. This is extremely dangerous and at higher speeds can cause the car to
lose traction. I've been fortunate that this has only happened twice at 65mph and I was in a
position to get to the side of the road without incident. The total number of times has been 8 in
approximately 2, miles of driving. If this happens now that snow and ice are on the road, it could
cause a catastrophic crash. Car Problems. Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition 1.
Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition 2. Electrical System problem of the Ford
Expedition 3. Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition 4. Electrical System problem of
the Ford Expedition 5. Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition 6. Electrical System
problem of the Ford Expedition 7. Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition 8. Electrical
System problem of the Ford Expedition 9. Electrical System problem of the Ford Expedition
Ignition problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Starter problems. Ignition Module problems. Reina
helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior
fuse box of your Ford Expedition in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Expedition is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Fords have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Expedition is located. If your Expedition has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Expedition, make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Expedition. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how
to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
the front turn signal. If your blinker doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out
bulb. Add brake fluid. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per year. See all
videos for the Ford F We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Passenger compartment fuse panel. Since fuse 3 cigar lighter in the instrument
panel fuse box and fuses 1 power point 4 console. See more on our website. You can find the
fuserelay diagram for the under hood fuse box here. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the ford
expedition are the fuse 3 cigar lighter in the instrument panel fuse box and fuses 10 auxiliary
instrument panel power point 11 auxiliary console power point in the engine compartment fuse
box Pcm power relay engine fuse module junction box fuse heated grid relay trailer electronic
brake console flip window relay main light switch auxiliary ac relay 4wheel anti lock brake
system air suspension solid state compressor relay trailer tow battery charge relay. The under
dash fuserelay box is commonly referred to as the junction box fuserelay panel in the ford
repair service literature. How do ford expedition question. Fuse box location and diagrams.
Identifying power distribution box fuses and releys. Fuse box info. The fuse panel is located

below. Ford expedition fuse box diagram. Fuse box diagram location and assignment of
electrical fuses and relays for ford expedition un The fuse panel is located below and to the left
of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Ford expedition duration. Window motor replacement
and testing for 97 02 expedition 97 03 f 04 f heritage. Fuse box wiring 97 ford expedition blowing
a fuse to the break sensor cant even put one in without blowing. Power distribution box ford
expedition. The power distribution box contains high current fuses that protect your vehicles
main electrical systems from overloads. Location and descriptions of the fuses and relays of
the under dash fuse box for ford f f and expedition. Under hood fuse and relay box diagram f f
The power distribution box is located in the engine compartment. Remove the panel cover to
access the fuses. Wrg 97 Expedition Fuse Boxes. Ford Expedition Fuses Wiring Diagram. Share
this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Perfect fit first time feels
so good not to have the old cover hanging off. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned
Sold by: miketheband The part is the exact color and fit for my truck. Fills the gaping hole the
dealership failed to fill. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: jeepzter. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information mtpocketslen Contact seller. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Will ship to
Ukraine. Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:.
South Glengarry, Ontario, Canada. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Clips are intact. Color is Cordovan burgundy. Will fit all F,F,Expedition Trucks from through
Please allow me the standard disclaimer in that I do not guarantee the accuracy of my
compatibility list. I acquire my information from this site and other online references and I
include it as a guideline only. Please do your research to verify the part is compatible with your
application. You can forward any questions and I will attempt to answer them both accurately
and in a timely fashion. I do not initiate feedback. If and when I see your feedback and detailed
seller ratings , I will gladly reciprocate with the same. I ship World-Wide. If you are an
International buyer please do not hesitate to contact me for a shipping rate. Returns accepted
ONLY if you receive an item other than that listed or if the item received has been grossly
misrepresented in my listing. As I pay for the initial shipping , a return for any other reason Eg.
You would also pay the return shipping in this case. I am not able to absorb the cost of an error
on your behalf. I strongly emphasize that you verify these issues prior to purchase and please
verify compatibility of the part you are buying before you buy it. Shipping and handling. This
item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program
2006 honda civic a c compressor wiring diagram
2013 hyundai sonata radio
corsa c fuse box list
and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1
items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please
enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at
checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews

Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Thank you Perfect fit first time feels so good not to have
the old cover hanging off X Previous image. Exact fit The part is the exact color and fit for my
truck. X Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? This is a private listing and your
identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.

